
Preventing interrupts of production
The automated process of spinning mills, weaving mills and braiding
companies have one requirement in common: lf yarns ortechnicalfibres
break, tear, stick together or splice during processing this means an in-
terrupt of operation. Very often the reason is an unsuitable filament
guiding part.

Reasons for interrupts:
Filament break (top left), splicing
(top right) and abrasion (e.9. due
to cornposite fibres)

Coating of filament guiding parts
For these industrial processes an absolutely homogeneous (softD sur-
face is of great importance. TOPOCROM@ coated eyes, bobbins, rollers
and deflection rolls use the effect of air cushions that are created on the
surface. Topocrom GmbH offers also the complete delivery of parts
(production of turned parts and TOPOCROM@ coating).
When processing carbon or other composite fibres the following sur-
face characteristics are most important:
. Reduced friction (dust formation) due to less filament splicing
n High resistance to abrasion
. Good wettability (finish)
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lndustries
. Carbon industry
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. Funnels
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Industries
. Plastic injection tools

. Extrusion tools

Work pieces
o Cores

. Eiectors

. Moulds

r Two-component tools
o Mandrels

r Extrusion dies

. Screws

. Forming tools

. Smoothing rolls

. Calender rolls
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!ndustries
o Printing machines

. Machines for sheet

metal forming

Work pleces

. Feed rolls

. Straightening rolls

o Wheels

. Skin pass rolls

o Distributing rollers

. Printing rolls

. Deflectlon rolls

. Laminating rolls

. Embossing rolls


